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Abstract—Due to hypersensitivity to sound, patients with
autism spectrum disorders (ASD) can feel frustrated and even
profoundly fearful when talking with multiple speakers. This
exacerbates their impairments in social interaction and communication. We propose a fully interactive system that allows
ASD patient to focus on a single auditory stream (a person’s
voice) according to their preference during conversations. The
system has the capacity to filter out other speakers’ voices based
on distinguishing their locations. The experimental results have
demonstrated our prototyping system works reliably in regular
conversations.
Index Terms—Autism, auditory hypersensitivity, social anxiety,
selective speaker cancellation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Autism spectrum disorders are a group of developmental
disabilities affecting how the brain processes information,
causing delays and changes in a person socialization, communication, and overall behavior [1], [2], [3]. The number
of people diagnosed with autism has increased dramatically.
According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the
rate of ASDs in the United States has risen to its highest
level in recent decades [4]. The CDC reports that about 1
in 88 children has been diagnosed with an autism spectrum
disorder [4]. ASDs can affect children and adults, occurring
in all races, ethnicities, and socioeconomic groups.
One of the most commonly reported challenges for individuals with ASD is sensory differences that can make them hypersensitive to stimulation in any or all sensory modalities [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9]. Sensory hypersensitivities have been linked to
distress and anxiety as well as difficulties with movement [10],
[9]. Difficulty processing and integrating sensory information
from multiple sources (e.g., faces plus voices) can add to
these problems. In particular, sensory differences may be a
factor contributing to difficulty in social interactions, a primary
impairment found in autism spectrum disorders. Recent work
on the effects of sensory differences on the lives of persons
with autism supports the idea that it can be hard to hold
conversations with other people in part because of the need
to process simultaneous streams of information, as well as the
need to focus selectively on the right information [11]. Thus,
while conversing in a setting with several people present, a
person with ASD could become confused and overwhelmed,
unable to tune out extraneous sensory information (e.g., clocks
ticking, other conversations) and unable to focus on the most
relevant streams of information (the face and voice of the
individual with whom one is speaking).
Several strategies have been designed in response to the
expressed needs of individuals with ASD who have described

their difficulties in conversations where two or more other
individuals are present. Unfortunately they cannot properly
help autistic people manage auditory sensitivity. The most
common strategy is sound isolation. Normally individuals with
ASD wear earplugs or sound muffling headphones, or just
curtail all social activities and isolate themselves from others.
These sound-isolators shield not only unwanted sound but also
important speech autistic people should regard. Besides, they
stop autistic people from exposure to social environments and
then opportunities to practice linguistic and social skills. So
in long term this strategy can only exacerbate autistic people’s deficits in linguistic communication and social development. Other strategies require autistic people to accommodate
commitment to daily therapy programs. Adherence to these
structured therapeutic intervention programs requires at least
25 hours per week [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. For example,
Koegel and his coworkers described a systematic treatment
using systematic desensitization with several young children
with ASDs in [17] and showed some positive outcomes. But
their lengthy intensive treatments cost parents and caretakers
much time and spending.
In this paper, we describe a novel system to isolate the
patient from unattended speakers in the conversation via
selectively canceling their voices. The soundproof earplug
is able to isolate the sound from the environment while
outputting the filtered sound from the system. The system
detects the speakers in the conversation by localizing their
sound source directions and passes/mutes all sounds from their
directions according to the white/black speaker lists. These
lists, which include the preferred speakers or the unattended
speakers, are manually setup by the patient via system’s
user interface. Compared to the aforementioned strategies, our
system (i)allows people with ASD to socialize with others,
focus on important speaker and mute unwanted one instead of
indiscriminately shutting down all sounds, (ii) is wearable and
portable for daily life and fits for the busy lifestyles of most
people instead of costing much physical human intervention.
Our main contributions are: (i)explore and analyze the
pathology of autism and needs from ASD patients, and
propose a portable speaker cancellation system, which could
improve life quality in people with ASD; (ii)design a hardware, which functions to capture audio and selectively isolate
voice stream; (iii)design an software application based on two
speech-processing algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 discusses the design of the speaker cancellation system,
Section 3 details an evaluation of our system, and Section
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4 summarizes our findings and concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM D ESIGN
In this section, we present our real-time speaker cancellation
system.
A. Hardware
The system is composed of two noise canceling microphones mounted on the two sides of wearable glasses and
conventional headphones. The audio streams are captured from
two microphones from the environment and converted into
digital audio data. This converted data is then forwarded to
the algorithms running on the portable devices for speaker
detection and localization. The headphones are used to muffle
extraneous and noise signals and output only the signals
pertaining to the desired speaker’s voice.
B. Software
The app recognizes speakers by detecting and localizing
them using the core speech processing algorithms. The app
provides user with a list of all the recognized speakers and
let user decide the white and black speaker lists. A user can
choose one of three operation modes. In pass-through mode,
user can hear all the sound recorded through the microphones
to the headphones. In blacklisting mode, all the speakers are
initially turned on. If a user does not like to hear a speaker,
he/she would add the speaker into the blacklist. Whenever the
app recognizes that speaker in blacklist is speaking, it mutes
the speaker. In whitelisting mode, all the speakers are muted
after the app generates the list of the recognized speakers. If
a user likes to hear a speaker, he/she would add the speaker
into the whitelist. Whenever the app detects that a speaker in
the whitelist is speaking, it outputs the voice from the speaker
through the earphone. The default mode is whitelisting mode.
According to the whitelist or blacklist, the app is able to find
out whether the user likes to hear the speaker or not, and then
it can automatically output or mute the speaker during the
whole conversation. In addition, the user can also enhance or
muffle the volume of speakers’ voices.
C. Speaker Detection and Localization Algorithms
we describe two technologies applied in the system: voice
activity detector (VAD) [18] utilized to detect speaker, and the
Jeffress model [19] utilized to localize the direction of speaker.

Fig. 2. The left figure depicts the process of speaker cancellation; the right
figure depicts how the app determines whether user would like to hear the
speaker.

1) Speaker Detection Algorithm: We use VAD algorithm to
determine if someone is speaking. The VAD algorithm detects
voice by using short term energy (STE) [20] and zero crossing rates (ZCR) [21], which are principal temporal features
in speech analysis. VAD splits signals up into overlapping
frames [22], extracts features of framed signals, such as STE
and ZCR, and compares them to the calculated thresholds to
determine the onset and termination of speech boundaries. In
this approach, if short speech is found to be non-vocal and the
ZCR and STE reach certain limits, we consider it as human
speech. VAD can facilitate our system because it can be used
to deactivate process during non-speech section of an audio
session.
2) Speaker Localization Algorithm: Interaural time differences are by far the easiest technical implementation of sound
source localization. The only parameter needed here is the
distance between the microphones. We use Jeffress model
to localize direction of sound source. Jeffress model is a
hypothetical model of how neurons in the brain make use of
small time differences to localize sound source. A detector
neuron fires if both of its inputs are excited simultaneously.
Every detector neuron represents a degree of position. In the
example in Fig.3, the sound source is mounted closer to the
left ear. Action potentials originating from the auditory nerve
closer to the sound source will be able to travel farther along
the lower axon than it would take action potentials to arrive
from the opposite auditory nerve. Simultaneously the action
potentials from both sides are exciting a coincidence detector
neuron, which is related to the interaural time difference.
III. S YSTEM E VALUATION
In this section, we report and analyze experimental results
of our prototyping system based on the approach detailed in
the last section.
A. Dataset
The dataset consists of a set of audio sessions recorded by
the two microphone. Sample frequency is 44100/s. The two
microphones are placed 20cm apart. A speaker is placed 1m
away from the midpoint of the two microphones. Sound is
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recorded from speakers placed at 0◦ , ±5◦ , ±15◦ , ±25◦ , ±35◦ ,
±45◦ , ±55◦ , ±65◦ , ±75◦ , ±85◦ and ±90◦ respectively. Every
session lasts from 20s to 40s. To test the system’s performance under real-world scenarios, we recorded a conversation
containing three speakers, who speak one after another. The
conversation lasts 85s.
B. Experiments and Results
We evaluated the speaker detection performance by checking starting/end points of human speech. Fig.4 illustrates that
the VAD algorithm is able to separate the presence and absence
of speech in the recordings.
To test the performance of speaker localization, we compared computed position to the true position of the speaker.
We let speaker stand at different angular positions: 0◦ , ±5◦ ,
±15◦ , ±25◦ , ±35◦ , ±45◦ , ±55◦ , ±65◦ , ±75◦ , ±85◦ , ±90◦
and recorded sound. We used every 10000 sample to compute
position of speaker in Jeffress model, so acquired a set of
positional results based on every recording session. In Fig.5,
dots are displayed closely around the red diagonal. It indicates
that the computed positions are mainly equal or very close to
the true positions.
Realistically people take turns when they have conversation
in a group, as seen in Fig.6(a). Therefore canceling a particular
voice stream will not affect the others. Fig.6(b) demonstrates
that the system can recognize unwanted speakers by localizing
direction of sound source, and mute their voice streams.
Furthermore, we evaluated the system delay. We call every
10000 audio samples a index, which is 10000 ÷ 44100 ≈
0.2268s long. We record an index of samples to detect and
localize speaker. The mean delay for conducting speaker

Fig. 7.
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detection and speaker localization is around 0.0317s, as seen
in Fig.7. So the overall delay is around 0.2268 + 0.0317 =
0.258s. This meets the average reaction time when a person
hears a speaker in the real world scenarios [23], [24]. Thereby,
our system can operate in real-time and mute undesirable voice
before this voice causes discomfort to the ASD patient.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed an assistive system to perform
speaker cancellation in real-time for autistic patients. It would
be useful for patient’s social interaction via canceling speakers
who cause stress on the patient. We tested our solution on
a set of recording sessions. The experimental results have
demonstrated the accuracy of the speaker detection and localization methods and that the proposed system is able to
work reliably in social conversation with a few speakers. In the
future, we will reduce obtrusiveness of the system by making
two microphones built-in. We will also conduct assessments
with autistic users.
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